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Abstract 

In this note the growth anti welfare effects of fiscal anti monetary policies are 
investigated in three economies where public investment is part of the 
productive processo It is shown that growth is maximized at positive leveis of 
income tax anti injlation but that there is no direct relationship between 
government size, productivity anti growth or between injlation anti growth. 
However, unless there are no transfers or public goods in the economy, 
maximization of growth does not imply welfare maximization and the optimal 
tax rate anti government size are greater than those that maximize growth. 
Money is not superneutral anti the optimal rate of money creation is below the 
maximizing rate of growth. 
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1. Introduction 

This note investigates the effect of changes in the composition, leveI and financing 
of govemment expenditures on economic growth. We basically present some main results 
ofthe literature while also adding different types ofpublic out1ays. Emphasis is given to the 
effect of altemative forms of govemment financing on growth and welfare when public
sector investment affects private retums and productivity. We start working with an "AK" 
technology due to Rebelo ( 1991 ) expanded by the presence of public investments, 
following Barro (1990), Barro and Sala-i-Martin(1992 and 1995), among others. We will 
subsequently introduce more structure to this basic model, first adding a public good that 
directly affects individuaIs' utility and then introducing money. 

We assume in all these models that govemment expenditures are divided in two 
parts: one ']>roductive" (R&D, education, capital formation, infrastructure, etc.), affects 
the productivity of the private-sector technologies while the other, "consumption", does 
not and will be modeled either as consumption transfers to the private sector, a public good 
or simply as ''waste''. In these economies, govemment expenditures are financed through 
distortionary taxation and/or seignorage. 

We aim to use these different structures to answer two basic questions. We first 
want to investigate the impact on economic growth of shifts of public expenditures from 
investment to consumption. Or more generally, we want to know what the macroeconomic 
effects of changes in fiscal and monetary policy are when the productive role of govemment 
is taken into account. 

The second objective of this note is to study the optimal leveI of taxes and other 
policy instruments in economies where public investment is part of the production function. 
By optimal we mean chosen by a benevolent govemment that takes individuals' action as 
given. Our aim is to compare the optimal tax rate, the optimal public investment ratio and 
the optimal rate of money creation with those that maximize growth. 

The three different frameworks we use give different answers to these questions. 
The answer depends both on the way the public sector finances its expenditures and the 
particular form that these expenditures assume. In general, growth is maximized when 
public consumption or transfers are zero and at positive leveis of tax and inflation. 
Moreover, there is an interval where growth rates increase with the tax rates. Zero taxation 
is not an equihõrium as tax revenues are needed for the financing of public infrastructure. 

But maximum growth does not imply optimal growth. Unless public transfers are 
wasted and do not affect people's behavior in any way, the optimal tax rate is always above 
the maximum growth rate and the optimal ratio of investment to total public expenditures is 
below one, the ratio that maximizes growth. On the other hand, the optimal rate of money 
supply is positive in all economies, but always below the rate that maximizes growth. 

Although these models are all highly abstract, we can gain some insights about the 
role of govemment in certain recent growth experiences. For instance: public expenditures 
in capital, for a given levei of total expenditures and taxes, positively affect growth rates 
because this increases the productivity of physical capital. On the other hand, growth rates 
would fall with taxes for a given levei of public investment as this reduces the return on 
private investment, so that there is no direct relationship between govemment SIze, 
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productivity and economic growth. A large govemment with reIatively large unproductive 
expenses would give rise to the usual intuition of the effects of big govemment over the 
economy (lower productivity and lower growth) but this may not be true ifthe proportion 
ofproductive expenditures on total expenditures is high. Moreover, depending on the value 
ofthe output eIasticity to public capital and other relevant parameters, big govemment may 
be optimal Therefore, the usual IMF recipe for troubled countries may well misfire if the 
cuts in government size are done in the wrong sectors or in the wrong proportions. 

When money is introduced in this economy, the expenditure size of govemment 
remains the same but now we have one extra source of distortion. It is still true that 
increases in the public investment ratio would probably increase growth, so that two 
countries with the same rate of inflation but different proportions of public capital could 
have different rates of growth. In other words, there is no one-to-one reIationship between 
inflation and growth. Nevertheless, if the leveI of investments remains constant while 
inflation rises, the increase in the total govemment expenditure financed by the extra 
inflation-tax revenue will be accompanied by lower rates of growth. It may be true, 
however, that for some combination of parameters an increase in seignorage can lead to 
faster growth. In this case, the distortionary effect ofhigher inflation is offset by the effects 
of public investment on the marginal productivity of capital. 

The mo dei with money could help the understanding of the recent experience of 
some Latin America nations. During the fifties and sixties, countries in this region 
experienced fast economic growth (average rates sometimes higher than 4%), while 
govemment investment increased sharply. At the same time, inflation rates were well above 
the acceptable leveI for developed countries (in Brazil it was seldom below 15%). So we 
can think of this set-up as a large public sector with high investment ratio and high money 
creation with a combination of parameters that allows the effect of public investment on 
growth to exceed the negative effect from higher taxes and seignorage. However, especially 
afier the Mexico crisis in 1982, we observe an acceleration of inflation and a reduction of 
expenditures in infrastructure. At the same time, expenditures in consumption rise due to 
political pressures. In this case, both the rate and the leveI of public investment fell, while 
distortionary taxation increased. Both factors could help to expIain the sharp reduction in 
growth rates experienced by these countries during the eighties. 

The paper is organized as follows. in the next section the basic framework is 
presented, in section three public good is introduced, in section four money is introduced to 
the basic model while in section five some concluding remarks are made. 

2. The Basic Model 

The simplest mo dei that generates endogenous growth is the so-called AK model, 
which we will use it as a first step toward a more comprehensive model Note, however, 
that our technology includes govemment expenditures. 

Let the technology be given by 

(1) 
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In the above expression g is the ratio of govemment expenses (G) to output, gi the 
ratio of public investment to output, cI> is a positive parameter smaller than one that gives 
the productivity of govemment capital and A is the proportion of investments to total public 
expenditures. As is usual in this type of model, Kt should be interpreted in a broad sense to 
include, for instance, human capital. Govemment expenditures are financed by a 
proportional tax on income. 

We also make the usual assumption that the instantaneous utility function is CES 
and we rule out population growth. The consumer problem is 

JC1-a -1 
mar t e- pt di 
{c,} o l-o-

s.l. k = (1- T) Y(tl - C(tl -ô k(tl + V(tl 

In the above expression õ is the depreciation rate of capital, v govemment transfers 
(= (1 - À) G), p is the discount rate and cr is the inverse of the elasticity of substitution. 
The expression simply says that the net investment is equal to the dilference between 
income « 1- T ) Y + v)and consumption. Altematively we could suppose that govemment 
consumption is always wasted, so that V(l) would not be present in the above expression. 
This would not change the results. 

The solution for this problem is given by the usual first order conditions (from this 
point on we drop the time subscript for the sake ofsimplicity) 

(2) 

(3) ifJ =rp(p-r+ô) 

and the transversality condition: 

In the above expressions r, the interest rate, is given in equilibrium afier the solution 
of the problem of the firms, by (1 - T) A (À g); . From equations two and three we obtain 

the growth rate of consumption, y: 

r=(r-ô-p)/o-

From the above result and the transversality condition it can be shown that capital 
grows at the same rate as consumption. Given that by expression one output grows at the 
same rate as capital, and consequent1y also G (which is equal to '[ y), all the variables ofthis 
economy are in a balanced growth path at the same rate y. From the expression for r we 
have: 

(4) r = «1-T)A(gi); - ô - p)/o- = «1-T)A(À g); - ô - p)/ o-
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so that for a given tax rate 't an increase in the parameter À ( a rise in the govemment 
investment ratio) with g constant will boost the rate of growth ofthis economy by 

(5) 
dy 

dÀ (J À 1-; 

which is always positive for any À between zero and one. Consequent1y, À equal to one 
maximizes growth. But note also that if a change in the composition of public expenditures 
in favor of investment helps economic growth, the impact decreases with the size of À. The 
diminishing retums of À results, of course, from our hypothesis that cI> is less than one. We 
will see soon that there is robust empirical evidence that this is in fact the case. 

On the other hand, it is not clear that growth rates will fall with taxation as in 
Rebelo (1991), among others. In those mo deis the interest rate would be given by (1- 't) 
Ala and the marginal productivity of capital is not affected by public investment. But in the 
present case, as in Barro (1991) and Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1991), this is no longer true. 
The interest rate is given by (1- r) A (À g); so that the negative impact of higher tax rates 
may be compensated by the positive effect brought about by the increase in public 
investments. Note that: 

Afier some manipulations we obtain: 

(6) 
dy A(Àg); [l-r ] 
-= -t/J1] -1 d r (J r gr 

where l1gr is the elasticity of govemment expenditures with respect to taxes. From the 
above expressions, dy/d't is positive only if 1];r t/J> r / (1- r), and negative otherwise. 

For the general case where g is not proportional to income and in the hypothesis 
that there is a ''nice'' Laffer curve in this economy (as is the case for this simple model), the 
effect of taxes on growth would depend on the leveI of the tax rate, the productivity 
parameter of public capital cI> and the position of g in the Laffer curve. If the economy is in 
the left side of the Laffer curve and not close to the peak, 11+t is not only positive but 
relative1y large, so that it is possible that the first term in the brackets of the above 
expression is larger than one. In this case higher rates will increase rather than decrease 
growth. The intuition is obvious: the negative distortionary effect of higher tax rates is 
smaller than the positive effect of the increase in public capital on the marginal productivity 
ofprivate capital. A ''big govemment", however, which means g close or to the right ofthe 
maximum of the Laffer curve, can only harm growth with higher taxes. 

In the unrefined framework of our model, as we did not allow public debt and/or 
money, this general discussion can be considerably simplified. Here the variable g, which is 
G/y by definition, is given by 'ty/y which reduces, of course, to 't. In this case, the elasticity 
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of g with respect to l' is constant and equal to one. Now the condition for the growth rate 
to increase with tax rates is just: 

With the estimates of cP available in the literature, we can estimate the tax rate 
interval for which the derivative of y with respect to l' is positive. These estimates, for 
American aggregate data, vary considerably. For instance, Aschauer (1989) found values 
around 0.35 while in Ferreira (1993) they are 0.09 on average and in Nadiri and 
Manuneas(1992) the estimates alllie between these two values. In the first case dy/d1' is 
positive while the tax rate (which is equivalent to the tax burden in the mo deI) remains 
below 0.25, a value close to the Brazilian and American tax burden. However, for cP close 
to 0.1, this derivative becomes negative for l' above 1111, so that the tax burden that 
maximizes growth is welI below that observed in capitalist economies. For cP close to zero, 
we obtain the usual neoclassical result that tax increases can never boost economic growth. 
But the main conclusion ofthis section remains that, once we recognize the productive role 
of the govemment, dy/d1' negative is no longer a general resulto This, of course, is not a 
new result, it is present in Barro( 1991) and many other studies. Our main objective, 
however, is to compare the fiscal policy that maximizes growth with the fiscal policy that 
maximizes the individual's uti1ity, as analyzed in the next section. 

The Govemment Problem 

We can now investigate what the optimal tax rate and Ã. would be if chosen by a 
govemment that wants to maximize agents' welfare. We will use the simplifying 
assumption that the transfers Vare zero in every period (they are simply wasted). Notice 
that from the equilibrium growth rate we have: 

. ((l-T)A(ítT);-8-p) (r(ít,T)-8-p 
k= k= k 

From the consumer's problem we have: 

k = (r -8) k-c 

Manipulating these two equation above we obtain an expression for consumption: 

(7) 

Expression seven says that consumption in equihõrium is a fixed proportion of 
capital if it is recognized that the interest rate for given l' and Ã. is constant. Moreover , if 
instead of the more general CES we had a logarithm utility function, so that a is equal to 
one, expression seven would be simply c = P k. This gives us the usual ''Calvinist'' vision of 
growth: a thriftier nation which gives a high weight to the future (low p) would consume 
less today but grow faster and consume more in the future. 
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Using expression eight above, the govemment problem is: 

r""((r(À, T) -oXI- }a) + k)l-a -1) _ t 
max e P dI 
{A.rl o l-a 

s.l. k=r(À,T)k 

The Hamiltonian of this problem is given by: 

«(r(À,T)-oXI-l'a)+P )k)l-a_I 
H(À,T)= ,a +8r(À,T)k 

l-a 

Taking derivatives with respect to 't and À, we obtain: 

(8) 
a or or 

c- (l-Ya)k-+8k-=0 
OT OT 

(9) 
or or 

c-a (1- i/)k - + 8 k - > O 
7a 0.1 O À -

Taking into account (from expression four) that the derivative of the interest rate 
with respect to 't and À is equal to Ci times the derivative of the growth rate with respect to 
the same variables, equations eight and nine reduce to: 

(10) (c-a(l-Ya) a+8) ~~ = O, 

(11) (c-a(I-Ya) a+8) ~~ ~ O, 

The left hand side of expression 11 is only zero when dy/d't is zero, as the term in 
brackets is positive for the vast majority of estimates of the parameter Ci. Hence, for this 
particular economy the optimal tax rate is the tax rate that maximizes growth. A 
govemment that aims to maximize the welfare of its citizens should pick a policy that 
maximizes the growth of the economy: choose 't* equal to cj)/( 1 +cj). As for the investment 
ratio, the resuIt is the same, pick Iambda equal one which is the comer solution for growth 
maximization. Both these results are somehow expected but they are by no means general 
If the transfers are not zero or if, as we will see next, there are public goods that affect 
people's utility, the optimal policy will no longer be growth maximization. 

3. A Model With Public Goods 

The present model is similar to the previous one in everything except the presence 
ofa public good, financed by a proportion (l-À) oftax revenues, in the instantaneous utility 
function: 
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c l
-

l1 -1 
u(c" v,) = '1 -a-

a . v, 

In the expression above VI is given by (I-À.)g=(I-À.) t, as g is given by G/y and G is 
simply t times the income. We are implicit1y assuming that the consumption of public 
goods is subject to some form of congestion, so that it is its proportion to income rather 
than its absolute supply that affects the consumer's utility. Moreover, with this hypothesis, 
VI is constant for given À. and t. 

The consumer solves the same problem as in the last section, using the now 
amplified utility function and noting that there are no transfers. The technology is the same, 
with a proportion À. of govemment expenditures going to public investment, which is an 
argument of the production function. Govemment finances its expenses by taxing income 
with a tax rate of t. 

The first order conditions of the representative consumer' s problem with respect to 
consumption and capital are given , respectively, by 

(12) c,-a v a = rp 

(13) cp = rp (p - r + õ) 

Note that V is constant, so that the growth rate of consumption in equih"brium is still 
given by 

r =«l-r)A(À. r);-õ-p)/O' 

and it is straightforward to show that capital, income and public expenses all grow at this 
same rate. Given the way public goods were introduced in the utility function - and this is 
one of the only two ways compatible with a balanced growth path in "AK" models (the 
other one being the logarithm utility function) - the growth rate has exactly the same form 
as in the previous model without public goods. Consequent1y, it is still the case that the 
growth rate grows with t for tax rates below f/I (1 + rp) and always grows with 1.., so that 
growth is maximized at 

r = r * = -rp- and À. = À. * = 1 1 + rp , 

The Govemment Problem 

The govemment problem is no longer the same. Now the growth effect of extra 
investments must be weighted against the utility gain of additional public goods. It is still 
the case that the consumption decision rule is given by 

so that the problem is now 
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growth rate of money supply affects the common growth rate of all real variables of the 
economy. 

Note, however, that the maxumzation of growth does not necessary imply 
maximization of seignorage. Expression 24 is zero only when "'g p is zero. But "'g p is given 

by 

where "'mp is the elasticity of money balances with respect to Jl and "'yp is the income 

elasticity to Jl. Seignorage is maximized when "'mp equals minus one, which is the usual 

Cagan condition. But growth is maximized when "'mp equals minus one plus "'yp' or when 

the difference between these two elasticities equals minus one. 

We can now derive the policy functions ofthe mode~ following Roubini and Sala-i
Martin (1995). Note that from the first order condition for money and consumption we 
obtain 

c 13 c 13 m------ --
- T( +r 1- 13 - P + f.J 1- 13 

Substituting in the expression for capital we obtain 

cf f.J 13 1 
k=-ll+ -J 

P p+f.JI-P 

From this expression we can easily derive the policy functions for consumption and 
money holdings: 

(25) 
(l-f3)(f.J+p) 

c= p k 
f.J + p(l- 13) 

(26) 13 m=p k 
f.J + p(l- 13) 

Note that, for a given kt, the leveI of both consumption and money holdings fall 
with the rate of money supply. The effect on consumption again contrasts with the 
supemeutrality of money in the original Sidrauski model Note, however, that k, = ko el 

• 

and the growth rate depend indirectly on Jl because it affects government expenditures. So 
the final effect of a variation in Jl on consumption and money holdings is not unambiguous 
negative. 

The Govemment Problem 

We can use decision rules (25) and (26) above to study the problem of a 
govemment that wants to maximize the welfare of the agents by picking À., 't and Jl 
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J( (r(2,r)-Ô)(1-}~)+~i')k)1-a-1 J 
max . u «1-2) rt e- pt dI 
{..t.r} o 1- U 

s.l. k = r(2,r) k 

The on1y difference with respect to the previous case is the presence of the term 
«1-2) rt in the utility function. The first order conditions with respect to 't and À. are 
now, respective1y, 

(14) 
or or aU(c v) ov 

c-a(1-Ya)k«1-2)rt -
o 

+8k-
o 

+ t' -o =0, 
r r v r 

(15) 
a a or or aU(ct ,v) ov 

c- (1-Ya)k«1-2)r) -+8k-+ -=0 
a 02 02 v 02 

Expression 14, afier some simplifications, reduces to 

(16) 
or a U(c v) 

(c-a(u-1)v a +8)k-+ t' =0 
or r 

Note that 't = 't*, the tax rate that maximizes growth, is no longer the optimal 
policy. This would on1y be the case if the last term on the 1eft hand side was zero, which 
corresponds to the previous model without public goods. Now, in order for the whole 
expression to be zero, or /or cannot be zero any longer. Moreover, given that the term 
in brackets in the first expression on the left hand side is positive like the second 
expression, it turns out that or /or has to be negative in order for the who1e expression 

to be zero. But we know that this derivative is on1y negative for tax rates greater than 't*, 

so that in this case the optimal policy requires a tax rate greater than the one that 
maximizes growth. 

This result is similar to results obtained by Alesina and Rodrik (1992), where 
growth maximization is also not optimal. The intuition for it is the following: at 't equal to 
't*, the first order effect of an increase in the tax rate on growth is zero, as this is the rate 
that maximizes growth, so there is only a second order effect. However, there is a first 
order effect on public goods: as the tax rate deviates from 't*, the govemment can increase 
welfare by financing extra public goods. Hence, there is an incentive for the govemment to 
deviate from 't* and operate at tax rates higher than that. 

It is interesting to note that, as we saw in the last section, govemment in general 
operates at tax rates (in the models of sections two and three: at govemment sizes) that are 
well above those that maximize growth. One possib1e explanation advanced by the present 
mode1 is the fact that they operate with multiple tasks and objectives and that at 1east part 
of their actions affect the utility of agents. This fact, as we have just seen, implies that the 
optimal tax rates or govemment sizes are above 't*. Of course, the environment in which 
govemments choose their policies is much richer than ours, but the lesson from this section 
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remains true: it is not necessarily bad that govemment policies do not maximize economic 
growt:h, for this may be an answer to the demands ofthe citizens. 

(17) 

(18) 

Expression 15, afier some manipulations becomes 

or aU(c"v) 
(c-

a
(CT-l)v

a 
+B)k oÀ. - (l-À.) =0 

From 16 and 17 we obtain: 

r, (1-À.) 
-=-

which afier some manipulations becomes: 

(l-À.) (1-,) ((1- ,) ~ 
- = ~-1 ,À. , 

Lambda equal to one in expression 16 is on1y a solution when the right hand side is 
zero, which corresponds to the case when "t is equal to ,* = ~ / (1 + ~ ), the tax rate that 

maximizes growth. But the optimal rate "t is greater than "t*, so that À. is always less than 
one. This makes economic sense, as lambda equal to one implies zero public goods in this 
mo deI. Consequent1y, any increase in À. would increase the consumers' welfare, because the 
utility leveI is zero with zero public goods. 

4. Growth and Money 

In this section we introduce money in the model of section two, keeping the same 
technology with govemment investment as a separate argument of the production function. 
Following Sidrauski (1967), among others, money is an argument of the instantaneous 
utility function which is given by 

(19) U(c, ,m,) = p In m, +(1-P)In c, 

The consumer problem is now: 

O() 

max J (P In m, + (1-P)In c,) e-P
' dt 

ICrl·I~1 o 

s.t. à=ra(rl -c(rl -(1f+r)m(rl 

where a = k + m is the consumers' wealth, 1t is the rate of inflation and the interest rate r is 
equal to (1-, )A(À.g);. We assume that govemment consumption is wasted rather than 

transferred to consumers. 
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lhe solution for the present problem is given by the following first order conditions: 

(20) (1- P)c-1 = rp 

(21) pm-1 =rp(7l"+r) 

(22) tP =rp (p-r) 

and appropriate transversa1ity conditions. In the expressions above, <p is the co-state 
variable. 

From equations 20 and 22 above, we obtain that the rate of growth of consumption 
is given by y = r-p. It is equivalent to the growth rate in the second section, as (J is now 
equal to one. A1so from equation 21 and 22 we obtain the rate of growth of money 
holdings, which is identical to the growth rate of consumption, so that we have: 

c m 
y = - = - = (r - p) 

c m 

U sing the transversality condition for capital accumu1ation and the law of motion of 
the wealth variable, it is straightforward to show that capital and output grow at this same 
rate y. 

lhe derivative of y with respect to the tax rate is given by: 

(23) dy [l-r ] - = A(Àg); - rp77 -1 dr r gr 

Equation twenty-six corresponds exact1y to equation six of section two. Hence, the 
response of y to changes in the tax rates still depends on the relative size of cp, t and the 
elasticity of g with respect to tax. Note, however, that the elasticity is no longer constant 
and equal to one as G is now given by G = ty + J..I.IIl, and the total seignorage, J..I.IIl, changes 
when the tax rate changes. But it is still true that growth is maximized when 
r = 77;r rp /(I+77;r rp), but now 77;r is no longer constant. It is also straightforward to 

show that lambda equal to one maximizes growth. 

lhe derivative of the growth rate with respect to J..l is given by: 

(24) 
dy (1-r) 
-=A(Àg); rp77 
d p p gJl 

lhe sign of expression 24 depends only on the elasticity of g with respect to J..l being 
positive or negative, given that alI the other terms are positive. Everything else being 
constant, as long as the receipt from money-creation grows with J..l, the common rate of 
growth of the economy rises with J..l. This resuh contrast with the supemeutra1ity resuh 
from the traditional Sidrausk.i model, as we might expect when public expenditures, 
financed part1y by seignorage, were introduced in the production function. When some 
functiona1ity is given to public expenditures, we can see from expression 24 above that the 
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optimally. Plugging them in the utility function, afier some manipulations we get the 
folIowing problem for the govemment: 

max J { () + In pK + (1- fi ) In (j.J + p) -ln( j.J + (1- fi ) P )} e - p r 
{l.p.r} O 

s.l. k =r(Â,j.J,r)k, 

where () is a constant. The Hamiltonian of this problem is given by: 

H( Â, r, j.J ,K) = () + In pK + fi ln(j.J + p)-ln(j.J +(1- fi )p)+ [} r (Â, j.J, r )k 

It is c1ear that the maximizing leveis of 't and À of this problem are the same that 
maximize the growth rate as 

ôH ôr 
ôi = [) ôi K, for i =Â or r 

In the above expression we obtain the same result as in section two. When transfers 
do not affect agent' s utility or budget constraint, maximization of growth is always the 
optimal tax and investment policy. However, the same is not true for the rate of money 
growth, since the optimal and the maximizing growth rate do not coincide. The first order 
condition with respect to Il is 

( 
__ -_I __ +(I- fi »)+[) _ô_r K=O 

j.J +(1- fi ) P j.J + P ô j.J 

The expression in brackets on the left hand side is unambiguous negative for any 13 
so that ày/81l has to be positive for this expression to be zero. The implication is that the 
optimal growth rate of money is below the growth maximizing rate. The levei of 
consumption and money holdings, given by the policy functions (25) and (26), falls with Il 
for a given K, so that the positive growth efIect of more intlation taxes trades ofI with this 
negative levei efIect. In other words, a smalI decrease from the maximum growth leveI Il 
has no first order efIect on growth rates but increase consumption and money holding 
leveis, and consequently, consumer welfare. 

As a final remark, it is possible to show that when public goods or direct transfer 
are introduced in this problem, the 't and À picked by the govemment are no longer the 
same as the tax rates and public investment ratios that maximize growth. This result 
reproduces for this more general framework the results we obtained in the previous 
sections, where maximization of growth rates is on1y optimal when the govemment' s sole 
action is to invest in infrastructure. 
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Concluding Remarks 

In this note we studied the effect of fiscal and monetary policies in economies where 
public investment is part of the productive processo The three models presented have in 
common the same technology, where public investment in infrastructure is a separate 
argument ofthe production function. 

We used these set-ups to answer some questions about the relationship between 
public policy, economic growth and welfare. We arrived at some general conclusions: 

• Only when there are no transfers, no public goods or no conflict between agents or 
group of agents is it optimal for the govemment to maximize growth. In general the 
optimal tax rate is above the rate that maximizes growth, the optimal investment ratio is 
below one and the optimal inflation rate is below the rate that maximizes growth. 

• When the productive role of govemment is taken into account it is possible to have an 
interval of tax rates where growth rates increase with taxes. The reason is that the 
negative impact of extra taxes on the retum of private investment is outweighed by the 
increase in returns due to the rise in public investment. Also, growth rates always 
increase with the ratio of public investment. These resuhs are presented in other articles 
in the literature for some ofthe frameworks we studied. 

• With money in the utility function and productive public expenditures, money growth 
rates affects both the levei and growth rate of real variables. We also showed that it is 
posSlole for growth rates to increase with inflation for some interval of money creation 
rates. For this interval, the positive effect on returns caused by the new investments 
outweigh the distortionary effect of inflation taxes. 

Although the frameworks used in the article are highly simplified, our intuition is 
that most of the results obtained could be achieved in richer environments with more 
general technologies and information structures. 
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